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ADDITIONS TO THE

1973 CATALOGUE

P.B.P. 9 VOLGASES

P.B.P. 10 CARRATICUS

P.B.P 11 BODECIA
P.B.P. 12 CARTIMANDUA

P.B.P. 13 OECEBALUS

P.B.P. 14 SAPOR

P.B P. 15 VERCINGETORIX

PBP 16 CAESAR

P.B.P 17 ZENOBIA

P.B. 224 SASSANID HOWDAH SPEAR

MAN

PB. 116.1 IMAGO

P.B 116b PRAETORIAN 2Jp
P.B 116c LEGIO each

P.B. 116d VEXILLUM

PB 1161 AQUILA

G 1 THRACIAN GLADIATOR

G 2 VELITE

G 3 MYRMILUON OR SECUTOR
G. * HEITARIUS
C 5 SAMNITE
3 f" 6ESTARIUS
G. ' LION

SPANISH CONQUEST

20?
lOp

lOp
lOp

20p
20p
20p
20p
20p

6Jp

A.Z.

A.Z.

A.Z.

AZ.

A.Z.

A.Z.

A.Z.C.

A.Z.C

A.Z.C.

A.Z.C.

A.Z.C.

A.Z.C.

A.Z.C.

A.Z.C

Azicc Chid

Aztec Priest

Aztec Slingor
Aztec Javelinman

Aztec Clubman

Aztec Archer

Cortez Mounted Officer

Heavy Cavalryman with Lance
Light Cavalryman with Lance
Foot Arquebusici
Foot Pikeman

Foot Swordsman in Steel Armo

Sword & Buckler Man

Mounted Crossbowman

FULL

CATALOGUE

25p

FOOT 6*P
RIDE.T 7Jp
HORSE 10p
GUN 25p
15mm. 10p
5mm. 5p

POSTAGE

Up to CI — lOp
C2 — 15p
C3 — 20p
E5 — 25p

£10 — 35p
Over E10 Free

NEVILLE DICKINSON M I CM
RICHARD DICK' HIGGS. D Art

ADDITIONS TO THE

15mm. RANGE

ANCIENT - tOp each strip
15 A 1 Roman Cavalryman
15 A 2 Half Armoured Cataphracis
15 A 3 Gaul Horse Archers
15 A 1 Gaul Light Lar.cors
15 A 5 Gaul Shr.gers (shioldlcss)
15 A 6 Gaul Javelinmen (shieldless)
15 A 7 Gaul Heavy Spearmen
15 A 8 Gaul Light Spearmen
15 A 9 Roman Auxiliary Archers
15 A 10 Roman Legionnaires
15 A 11 Persian Light Spearmen

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

15 E 1 Royalist Musketeers
15 E 2 Royalist Cavalrymen
15 E 3 Roundhead Cavalrymen
15 E 4 Mounted Dragoons
15 E 5 Artillery Crew
15 E 6 Pikemen in Motions
15 E 7 Cuirassiers
15 E 8 Roundhead Musketeers
15 E 9 Roundhead Pikemen
15 E 10 Dismounted Dragoons
15 E 11 Royal.s: Command Strip
15 E 12 Roundhead Command Strip

AMERICAN PLAINS INDIAN WARS

SCIENCE FICTION

S.F 7 Vertos Roboman

S.F. 8 Aquila Starman
SIF 9 Earth Federation Spaceman with Launcher
S7F. 10 Earth Federation Spaceman with Laser

I.W 1 American Infantry Officer
IW 2 American Inlantryman Firing
I.W. 3 American Infantryman Marching
I.W. 4 American Inlantry Bugler
I.W. 5 Artilleryman with Rammer
I.W. 6 Artilleryman with Shot
I.W 7 Artilleryman with Porte Fire
IW 8 Artilleryman with Bucket
1W 9 Dismounted Trooper Kneelmq Finnq
I.W.C 4 American Cavalry Officer

GLADIATORS

G G Bestanus

G 8 Mounted Gladiator with Spear

MYTHICAL

ME 100 Centaur

ME 101 Pan

lOp

7ip
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NEWSLETTER
xo-M? February 1975

EDITORIAL

I have just returned from the Model
Engineers Exhibition in London where it

is impossible not to be impressed by the
sheer quantity, quality and volume of
figures, books and accessories pertain
ing to wargaming. Model engineers may
feel resentful at this large scale in
trusion by wargamers and model soldier
collectors, but it appeared to me that the bulk of the visitors were more interested
in the militaria aspects than they were, in the undoubtedly brilliant examples of
model ships, engines and the like.

Couple this conviction with the disclosure that one of my wargames books has gone
into nine printings and is estimated to have been read by a quarter of a million war-
gamers, and it becomes apparent that the hobby is a major one in this country and
probably has more adherents than has model railways. And yet model railway enthusi
asts have at least three or four well produced professional magazines while the hobby
of wargamin,- has but this small-circulation journal as it3 true mouthpiece. Obvious
ly this situation must be altered and steps are in progress to do so!

Sharing my belief that our hobby deserves a larger and more widely circulated
magazine, Roy Belmont-Kaitland, that shrewd and -enial entrepreneur who owns the
Tradition shop in Piccadilly, has made available the full resources of Belmont-
Maitland Publishers plus an adequate amount of financial capital to launch WARGAMER'S
NEWSLETTER on a new and ambitious voyage.

So this issue is the last of the small-in-size (but large in heart) shoestring
Newsletters that have publicised our hobby since 1962. It will be redaced by a
magazine of A4 size (the same dimensions as "TRADITION") with a reading content some
50> greater than before and with a new photo coverage. With the avowed aim of being
the "Newspap.-r of the hobby", the new Newsletter will still be edited by me and will
continue to welcome articles and contributions from all of you.

But the magazine can only succeed and achieve a position in the hobby shops and
on the bookstalls if it receives a far greater measure of support than in the past.
Regular readers are asked to urge support from friends and to publicise the hobby's
one and only magazine so as to encourage and justify the labour, faith and finance
put in by Roy Belmont-Maitland and myself.

MOST IMPORTANT is for readers to note that all future correspondence concerning
subscriptions will -o to TRADITION, 188 Piccadilly, London lf.lv, while only editorial
m3tters Wl11 come to me here at 69 Hill Lane, Southampton, SOI 5AD. '

SON FEATHERSTOKE.

Subscription Rates; £5.60p. (Overseas £3.85p; U.S.A. #11.00).

These sums include postage, packing and, for non-sterling, Bank Handling charges.

PUBLISHERS
EDITOR

Donald Featherstone,
69 Hill Lane,
Southampton, SOI 5AD,
Hants, England.

R. Belmont-Maitland Publishers,
18 : Piccadilly,
London W.l.,

England.



Talking

Wargaming

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH

What is the realistic way to deal with casual-|
ties to gun crews in the Horse-and-Musket period?
To what extent could riflemen for instance, replace §
the gun numbers on a 12-pdr? How many extra artil-j
lerymen were taken into battle to replace casual
ties? My own view is that gunnery was even then a

specialised matter and I therefore treat each cas
ualty to a gun crew as a depletion of one fifth of its effectiveness (in terms of
casualties inflicted by it3 firing) and when all five are down I regard the battery
it represents as being out of action. Troops of other arms can wheel the gun away
in order to save it from actual capture or spiking by the enemy. The only exception
to this is for Gatling in the late 19th century where I allow the crew to be replaced
by other infantrymen (it was I think an infantry weapon) but increase the chance of
it jamming. Accounts of the Gordon relief expedition to the Sudan certainly indicate
that the operation of the Gardner gun was a closed mystery to all but its Naval crew!

,„„„„ A.J.Mitchell.
oouoo

RULE OF THL! MONTH

RE-ULSION 07 CAVALRY BY INFANTRY IN LINE OR SQUARE

Although contemporary reports indicated that there was a slight possibility that
an infantry line heavier than two-deep could possibly repel cavalry during the
Napoleonic Wars, there was always the flaw that the cavalry would overlap and turn
the flank3. The infantry square was a heavy infantry line A to 6 ranks deep with
protected flanks. Horses, disliking to step on a prone man and refusing to charge
into a solid obstacle would not push into a bayonet fringed solid looking wall of un
yielding infantry so that the cavalry tended to swerve round this "island". When
attacking a line cavalry were forced into its centre because there was no place to
swerve so as to avoid impact. Providing the line did not look too solid the horses
would go forward so that the 3-deep line was the very minimum depth giving them the
slightest chance of warding off cavalry. Thus at Salamanca, Ferrey deployed 7
battalions in a 3-deep line with a battalion in square on each flank. In a wargame,
providing that its morale is high, a square should be almost invulnerable to a
cavalry charge but an infantry line should be far more vulnerable,, to an extent that
depends upon their morale and the results of their fire upon the approaching cavalry.
Only a short melee with cavalry should take place against a square, but when cavalry
make contact with a line the resulting melee could be more prolonged.

ooOoo

HINT OF THE MONTH

by TERRY GRINER

I keep all my paint bottles stored upside down when not in use. This seems to
prevent drying out of the paint to some extent and also lets me know at a glance
when I open one to use, if the pigment has settled to the "bottom", thus requiring
additional mixing. I store my thinner the same way (upside down). When I am ready
to use it again, all the pigment has settled into the lid where I can wipe it out,
thus keeping the same thinner clean and usable for a very long time. Save your 3oda
pop bottle caps. They make very good little receptacles in which to mix up a special
colour. If you have any small or narrow necked paint bottles, the pop bottle caps
also can be used to pour 3mall amounts of paint in to use rather than dipping to the
bottom of a narrow bottle or (ugh) pouring some of the paint into the lid of the
paint bottle itself.

ooOoo

Strong places are useful in offensive as in defensive war. They could not in
deed stop the advance of an army, but they offer excellent means of delaying, check
ing, weakening, and harassing a victorious enemy.

"Napoleon's War Maxims"

•r?.-



by
Robert W. Jones

HUNTING THE QUESTING BEAST

Wargamers bear a certain similarity to the knights of Malory's
romance of the Roundtable. Every knight had to perform certain
deeds in order to earn the esteem of his fellows. Among these deeds
were various quests to reclaim the silver chalice of The Holy Grail,
to kill the fabled questing beast, or to rescue some unfortunate
being (preferably female). Wargamers delight in quests for scarce
information, new data, a new rule idea, but they also have some
quests that are no less chimirical than the pursuit of The Questing
Beast.

You can always spot a "green" recruit to the hobby by his mad
pursuit of reality. His rules are going to be absolutely realistic;
no mere game for him. Some gamers never lose sight of this blinding
vision and their rules show it.

Most gamers whose eyes are fixed on the Grail of Reality become
obsessed with not letting any fact, no matter how trivial, slip
from their grasp. Rules cascade from their minds by the dozens,
their rulebook grows like a snowball rolling downhill. They draw
distinctions between spears that were 14'6" long and spears that
were 15' long. They find differences between hussars and chasseurs
a cheval that even the cavalrymen that rode under these names would
not be able to find. Characteristics no bigger than a gnats wing
blossom into elephants in their minds. As their reality becomes
more and more personal they see things that others don't (those
fools!). As the vision becomes stronger they become almost evan
gelical, smiling warmly on those that they can convert, and cast
ing those that disagree with them out into the darkness.

To suggest that any wargame can only show a slice of reality,
or only a few elementary truths about warfare in a certain period
does not dissuade them from their quest. To suggest that condens
ing all of the reality of a battle down to a table top is on the
level with the Alchemist turning lead into gold only angers them.
To ask if a set of rules that portrays the general problems lucidly
isn't better than a set that attempts to illustrate every possible
contingency in a muddled rambling interminable manner causes them
to roll their eyes in anger. To even mention that they may be
trying to capture lighting in a bottle is forbidden.

Surprising as it may sound they are the romantics of this
hobby. They never see that the men are just lead soldiers, that
the countryside is a ping-pong table, that the standards are only
paper, and that wargaming is doomed to always be much more game
than war (thank heavens for that!).

They are never happy with illustrating the elementary problems
of war through their games, but must forever strive for more troops,
bigger campaigns, dozens of players. Games become defined not by
how enjoyable they are but by how many troops are on the table.
How many times have we read wargame reports that gloat over the
fact that 7,000 figures were in play? One of the reasons that the
30mm figure has declined in popularity is not that they cost too
much as some gamers would have us believe, but that you can get
more 25mm figures for the same cost. The latest development that
is creeping up on the hobby is the 5mm figure which promises even
more troops can be afforded and squeezed onto the table. In the
mad pursuit of the "true reality" the questers feel they are getting
closer.

But since every figure, no matter the scale, is defined by
the rules of play; a 30 can be what we say it is every bit as
easily as a 5mm. Are we indeed closer? With every dimunition of
scale we are giving up detail of design, character of manner, and
the color of uniform; and what are we gaining? Is not the end
result thin tiny die-cut cardboard markers that would be indistin
guishable from the Avalon-Hill, SCT boardgames? Are they so blinded
by the vision of reality that they will destroy everything that
makes a miniatures game so enjoyable and aesthetically superior to
boardgames?

Note that I am not berating those that pursue facts and data
to insure an accurate historicity to their rules; only those that
have lost a sense of proportion and balance. I am not criticising
those that can find ways of game design that allow greater numbers
of troops to be easily used in a game, but those to whom numbers
and size become dominant to enjoyment and clarity. Bigger is not
better, more rules and figures are not necessarily the only way to
present neat problems to be solved. But most of all, I am very
critical of those that equate wargame reality with complexity, these
are not synonomous terms.



AUSTRIAN GRSNADICR K2GIMENTS

by

John Cook

In' 1807 Archduke Charles reorganised the Austrian Army so that, on a war foot
ing, the infantry reeiment consisted of three Fusilier 3attalions and a Division of
Grenadiers (two companies). The Fusilier Battalion had six companies with a strength
of 6/800 men.

As was usual in many Continental armies of this period, the Grenadiers were
grouped together in 'elite' battalions and a typical Grenadier 3attalion would h-jve
three Divisions in it, i.e. six company's. They would be commanded by a staff
officer from one of the parent regiments and took his name, consequently they fre
quently changed. During the period under review they were as follows:

Name Grenadier Div parent Regt3

Berger 15, 28, 47
Fischer 11, 25, 54
Meinders 17, 13, 21
Call 56, 42, 55
De Best 5, 4, 63
Frisch 1, 12, 57
Puteani 59, 14, 49
Welsberg 27, 16, 26
Possman Von Algesheim 8, 22
Portner 9, 24, 44
.'Ironade 10, 29, 40
Obermayer Von Ebersberg 30, 41, 58
Purcell Von Roreston 31, 51
Faber Von Weidenau 40H, 52H
Chimani Von Namberg 53, 6lH, 62H
Lanyi 2, "19H, 33H
Czarnokay Von Charlottenburg 3451, 37H, 60H
Tlabinay Von Terstina 32H, 39H

H denotes Hunr:aria.

As can be seen, some battalions had only two Grenadier Divisions and others a
fixture of elements from German and Hungarian Regiments. The battalions normally
operated in groups of at least four. Deployed as follows: (?he alphabetical nota
tions represent the locations of the battalions).

A - In Italy.
3 - With the main Army.
C - With the Austro-Bavarinn Corps under '..'rede in South Germany.
D - Location not known.

There are two further battalions named Stnbinazy and Moese, but I do not know
whqt regiments made up their complement. They served with the main army and in
South Germany respectively durinf the period 1809-1013.

All the regiments are named and numbered in Knotol and in Funcken.

Marshal Saxe had theories of warfare in advance of his time, believing that
manoeuvre based on rapid movements could achieve without heavy losses all that might
be gained by lar.-re battles. He desired, but never achieved, tactically self-
sufficient units made up of infantry, cavalry with some artillery and wrote that ten
of these modern legions, amounting to about 34,000 foot and 12,000 horse, was a
sufficiently large force for any purpose. For both protection and the improvement
of morale, the French Marshal recommended armour of leather helmets and buff coats,
with thin steel plates. He believed that light troops should be armed with the
rifles that w»re in current use as fowlinr pieces and preferred his troops to fire
at will rather than in commanded volleys. His theories on the employment of light
infantry were U3ed in advance of their tirae and these basic but never-employed ideas
of warfare were essentially the style which swept linear tactics into discard some
fifty years after Saxe's death.



amor
metal miniatures

presents
a new comprehensive range
of 25mm Napoleonic figures
INCLUDING OFFICERS, STANDARD BEARERS

DRUMMERS AND BUGLERS FOR ALL ARMS

AND ARTILLERY CREWS

British, French,Prussian.Austrian.Russian.Spanish

Bugler French Hussars

A RANGE OF OTHER FIGURES AVAILABLE

GREEKS - ROMANS -TURKS -GAULS - GOTHS

NORMANS-SAXONS - ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

Infantry 6p Cavalry 14p

Cataloge 5p 23 Grove Road Leighton Buzzard Beds



A NEW LOOK AT MORALS Alii- CASUALTIES

by

Meredith Gosling

During the past two years with two friends I have been fighting a Peninsular
War Campaign. Our rules have gradually become more and more complicated, until so
complex that I seriously wondered if the mental anguish experienced in evaluating
simple situations was worthwhile. Most of the trouble lay in a very complicated
morale system and my musket rules which allowed a unit to fire up to three times per
move. Obviously something needed to be done if our battles were not to grind to a
halt in e norass of arithmetic.

I set about trying to find a simpler system that would still give realism and
it looked ns if the fact that "if you want realism you get rid of simplicity" was
true, iiowever, it suddenly dawned upon me that I v;as calculating the same thing
twice - that morale and casualties are very closely linked, and that 03 one depended
somewhat on the other, why not join the two to,,-ether?

Each of my units now has a value attached to it - a MAC value: morale and casual
ties. This represents both the losses and the morale 'level of that unit. Each unit
starts with the value 0, and MAC values are added to this during the -ame, as a re
sult of casualties, etc. For example, if a unit is fired upon by a group of 100 men
who are 50 yards away, then that unit adds 5 to its MAC score. One MAC value is
added every move that a unit is fired upon or involved in a melee, and two is added
every move when a unit routs.

'.'here does morale come in? Well, this is calculated using the MAC value. Each
unit is given a rating of one to ten (e.g. Spanish militia are one, t'.ie Old Guard are
ten). Every time morale needs to be tested four average and one normal dice are
thrown and the scores added up. i'hc morale for a unit is then read off from a table
(shown below) that requires the units present MAC value, its ratine: and its dice
score. If morale is to be tested core than once in a move, then the some dice score
is used throughout.

My rules have four levels of morale - A, 7;, 0, D. These can mean different
things in different situations e.g. if a unit is being charged by cavalry:-

A - Fire at 50 yards, melee if cavalry charge home.
B - n ii ioo yards, rout if cavalry charge home.
C - " " 150 yards, " " "
T> - !lo firing, rout.

Phe table below gives the least number needed on the dice score for 0 unit to
attain A, 3 or C level. Otherwise it is level 0, which is always a rout.

14 13 11
1/1 13 12
15 13 12

RATING

10

8 7 a 7 6 5 1 MAC

9 8 6 8 7 6 2

9 8 7 8 7 6 3 VAL

10 9 7 9 0 0 4 UE

. 9 8 7 5

If a unit is in disorder, only four average dice are used, and if a unit is
routin;; only three average dice, to test .Morale. If a unit tests morale, becomes
disordered and tests for morale again during the same move, a normal dice score is
subtracted from the dice score to get the effect of disordering. Also, if a unit
is testing for morale, and units of its army are routing past it, thentwo is sub
tracted froE its dice score for every unit that it can see routing.

Of course, one can use ones own additions and subtractions, but 1 find that the
above simple few give a very realistic.result. More would begin to greatly compli

cate the rule3, which is what I really intend to get away from.



What about casualties? In fact I have not calculated any, just a number that
represents them. This I find extremely appealing, as one never quite knows how many
casualties one has. I know it sounds ridiculous, but is it not true that a commander
never knows exactly how many men he has lost until after the battle? Many may just
drift to the rear, or h-.ve minor wounds that put them out of action for the battle
only. The MAC value gives you a vague idea of casualties, but an accurate idea of
fighting strengths.

Each of my '.'AC values is worth approximately ten men. So a unit with a MAC
value of ten, has lost rou-hly 100 men for various reasons. I keep a total of each
unit's MAC value, so that at any time during the ,-ame I con say how many men of that
unit are able to fight. For instance, an English battalion at full strength with a
MAC value of 10 can only fire with 800 muskets.

At the end of the game, tot^l casualties for each unit can be calculated by
multiplying a unit's MAC value by the added score of two average dice. So far the
above Snglish unit with a MAC value of 10, I night throw two four3, that makes sight,
and th« casualties for that unit are GO. Presumably the other 20 -en had had minor
wounds, ;ot lost or just drifted to the rear.

The system provides a setbod of nonflnin' casualties and morale so chat only one
thing is used to calculate both. Also the MAC value gives a ood estimate of a units
fitting strength durin<~ a battle, and only •• -ou •;- one of its numerical strength.
One often feols like a real commander must have felt at the end of a battle, when one
throws double fives, end the losses slowly rr.ount up as each unit's losses are calcu
lated!

However, a few words of warning about the systec. As a statistician, I can
appreciate the probabilities concerned with a unit routing, etc., with any dice
throw. This is very important. 1 fore devising the system I calcul-.ted them and
drew up a table. This is no r-.inor point, as a lack of appreciation of distributions
of dice scores (9 to 26 for four avera-e and one normal) can lead to weird results.

The system relies on units being of roughly the same size. For examnle, say
•.-.•in • a love two units rout. Ine ic 100, the othor 1,000 -.-.en. Two MAC values are
-dded to the score of each unit for routine. This represents a loss of 20 men only!
If the litter were ten units each of size 100, it wouid lose 200 men! Difficulties
such as this are very inherent in the system, and much care is needed in a-battle to
ensure that the basic unit for morale is approximately the same for both sides.

Whatever the faults of the systen thou'-h, I do feel that it is reasonable and
possible to use a combined value for morale and casualties. These two things are
linked; and the above s-3tem does allow a reasonable amount of variation, so that the
two are not directly dependent on each other. A good unit with few casualties can
still rout usin<- this system; as can one with many casualties remain holdinr their
ground.

I have used the system for many battles now, and although I change it slightly
as time '-oes on, the basic idea is still there, and will I think, remain there.

RBNAISSAHCE TURKISH INFANTRY - Continued from Page 9.

with a plastic bow (see drawing above). Whips » pins and stretched sprue. Shields
can be square wicker, 10mm x 15mm, or a round metal shield about 10mm diameter. All
are made fror. plastic cord. Special barbed heads for spears are made by cutting 8
small "v" in a plastic card blade and gluing this to the pin (see drawing).

These ferocious soldiers can be painted in browns and greys to represent natural
wool, or in bri -ht colours. Uniformity in dress is the last thing to expect.

The militia are dressed and armed as the bashi-bazouk3, but appearance is usually
far more uniform. Each unit usually had an emblem.

Arab auxiliaries can be made from the Airfix running Arab rifleman, with the
rifle replaced by a scimitar and a shield on the other arm;

There are many other possible conversions to do, all colourful but perhaps I
will write about these some other time.



Specialists in MilitaryMiniatures

8 College Square North. Belfast BT1 6AS Telephone BELFAST4S699

WARSHIPS

1/1200 scale, die-cast metal, waterline ship models by Tri-ang. >Ve are pleased to
offer collectors & wargamers these fine detailed ship models at never to be repeated
prices. These are the last stocks of these now rare items. Prices include V.A.T.

771/774 Daring class destroyer (modern)
779/782 Battle class destroyer "
787/790 Vigilant class frigate
791/794 '..hitoy class frigate
799/806 Ton class minesweeper "

15P
15P

15P
15P
10p

MERCHANT SHIPS

728 Paddle steamers - Cardiff Queen, Bristol Queen, Brittania
735/805 Lightships - various names

20p

7P

HARBOUR INSTALLATIONS

828L

828R

829
842

843

678

Breakwater angle, left, circular
Breakwater angle, right, circular
Breakwater end, terminal to take lighthouse (878)
Swing bridge with ramps
Ocean terminal oxtention

Pier entrance, 3" long
Lighthouse, to fit 829

Postage and lacking 5p per order.

" 'IL O.iDER D3PT., L0 ER BALLOC SOA

5P
5P
5P

10p
7p
7p

5p

LISTS FREE.

LASSET 54 mm
L1504 Roman Legionary
L1505 Roman Auxiliary (Germanic)
L1602 Nordic Chieftain
L1652 Gaul in Winter Dress
El .10 plus V.A.T.

GARRISON 25 mm
Napoleonic
FN33 French Line Grenadier on guard

Roman Republic
RR3 Tribune

Assyrian
A10 Unarmoured Slinger
AC2 Cavalry Standard Bearer

Greek
GC2 Cavalry Standard Bearer

Persian

PEC1 Cavalry Officer

WE PRESENT A SPECIAL SET OF FIGURES DE
PICTING THE LASTSTAND OF THE OLD GUARD
AT WATERLOO-. BASED ON AN ENGRAVING BY
HIPPOLYTE BILLANGE. THIS RANGE TO INCLUDE
M101 PREVIOUSLY RELEASED.

QRCCH3PO.iT. Co.DC'.W 3T19 2LU.

English Civil War
EW5 Musketeer, firing from rest
EWC1 Royalist Officer of horse
EWC2 Royalist Trooper
Sevon Years War
7A1 Austrian Officer
7A2 Austrian Musketeer Drummer
7A3 Austrian Musketeer on guard

Medieval
ME4 Knight on foot, crested holm.

double-handed sword
ME8 Man at Arms on foot, with axe
ME12 Genoese Crossbowman
Foot 6-Jp. Mounted 16p plus V.A.T.

MINOT 30 mm

New Releases

British
M22 British Line Infantry, crawling, wounded
Imperial Guard
M103 Standard Bearer and Grenadier advancing

with Standard
M104 Firing musket
M105 Loading musket
Ml06 Dead
M107 Grenadier attacking

French Cavalry
MH100 Cuirassier, horse rearing
MHR1 Cuirassier, falling wounded (rider only)

NEW MAW2 Group of three Grenadiers
wounded

MAW3 Grenadier, falling, wounded
MAW4 Grenadier, sitting on ground

dazed

INQUIRIES
TO:

REG. OFFICE ONLY: 2 IMPERIAL DRIVE, NORTH HARROW. MIDDLESEX

61 WESTBURY STREET, THORNABY-ON-TEES, TEESSIDE
Tel: 0642 68059



RENAISSANCE TURKISH INFANTRY

by

Sean McEvey

During the sixteenth century, the Turks amassed
a huge empire in the near east. At the height of
its power it stretched from Vienna to the Persian
Gulf; from the Crimea to the Caucasus to Algeria.

The army that took this empire was basically a
feudal one; each landowner had to supply troops to
the army according to what he owned. The best

soldiers were the janissaries and Spahis, the
Sultan's Household troops. In battle, the infantry
consisted of three main types - the Janissaries, the baehi-bazouks,who were untrained
irregulars who fought for plunder and the regular militia who formed a large part of
the army.

Modelling the Janissaries is not as difficult as it seems at first. The Airfix
Foreign Legion have neck cloths, baggy trousers and a long coat. Their large size
also makes them fit in well with Warrior or Minifig Turks. The standard weapons of
the Janissary are the musket and sabre, but they could be armed with bows, slings,
crossbows, javelins, lances, straight swords, pikes, axes, scythes, maces or whips.
These weapons were also the standard arms of the bashi-bazotk, who rarely carred the
musket.

To make a Janissary musketeer, take any Foreign Legionary, cut away the pack,
cap peak, bayonet and rifle slings and cut down the rifle slightly so that it resem
bles a musket. The water bottle and pouch are left on because they can be used as
the powder flask and cartridge pouch; but if you. think that this is too crude, cut
them off and replace them. Add a sabre in its sheath from paper, card or plastic
card". Now cut a slit in his cap from side to side about 2mm deep with a modelling
knife. Make the plume from paper, about 2mm x 13mm, put glue on the end and slide
it into this slot. Bend it back behind him about 4mm above his head. To make a
differently armed Janissary cut away all the equipment and rifle and make the new
weapons as for the bashi-bazouk (see below). Add plume and sabre as before. There
is a picture of two Janissaries on page 117 of Volume I of Funcken's "Arms and
Uniform". From this I gained some idea of how to paint them. Mine have light blue
coats and trousers, red plumes and stockings, brown pouches and a green sabre sheath
with gold trimmings, a gold sash, white hat and gold trimming on the plume.

attachment

CloiJ&Ow
6r*t Amnfio-,1

tctAt)«re|

Bashi-bazouks used to equip themselves and so their dress and equipment varied.
They can be made as the Janissaries but their heedress is different. Mine have
three different types of headress - a turban; a conical helmet and one as in the
picture. All are made from plasticene, hardened by nail varnish. The turbans are
just blobs of plasticene with black or grey lines painted on to depict strips of
cloth. Here is how to make their weapons - javelins, lances, pikes = fuse wire.
pins or stretched sprue. Flatten the heads on pins with ahammer, file points on
fuse wire and sprue. (Flatten heads on fuse wire as well). Swords - plastic card,
out a slit in the hand and attach them like the Janissaries' plume. Axe = pins with
plastic card blades. Maoe - pines with plasticene heads. Crossbows = balaa wood

CONTINUED OH PAGE 7.
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FRSNCH KILITARY INFORMATION

by

John G. Kane

When I was browsing around the military science books in the library I came
across an old French military publication, 'Almanach du Drapeau' for the years 1900-
1905. Among most interesting articles, including illustrations and histories of the
Ancion Regime flags for Infantry, rtillery and Cavalry, there are the useful 'Con-
naisances Hilitaires' including one about the practicability of slopes.

A ARM SLOPE Fraction/Degrees/Height""
Military trains with one engine and 50

wagons.

Normal trains.

New, (metalled?) roads.
Old (non-motor vehicle) roads.
Roads able to be taken by all 3 arms.
Light wagons and mounted cavalry.
Mules and muleteers.

Charging infantry
Isolated soldiers, free to use their hands

"" this is the vertical height which one rises for every metre travelled
horizontally,

d = degrees, l/j60th of a circle.
' = minutes, l/60th of a degree.

These are supposed to be the maximum limits to which the French army was willing
to go, but one is not sure whether they are underestimating or overestimating their
case for the sake of security or propaganda respectively. They are useful guidelines
for those with handy maps in preventing one from drawing in a road where it is ob
vious a goat would have trouble climbing, or similar absurd mistakes which I and no
doubt a few others have found out wnen tempted to transfer our fictional maps into
table-top reality. Commonsense study of the contours of ones maps may then prevent'
one from say finding that your Sioux war party has fled into a dead-end canyon with
sides too steep to clamber out of, which in real-life it is doubtful th8t they would
do - that is presuming they are on known, home territory.

B VISIBILITY TABLE

Another useful snippet was a list of the visibility of certain objects at vary
ing distances, by a man with normal sight.

At 15km - Church bell-towers.
At 10km .- Windmills, towers and chateaux.
At 4km - Chimneys and windows of houses.
At 2km - 500 big tree trunks.
At 1km - Telegraph poles.
At 1500m - A black unbroken line; infantry.

A black line, its upper half notched: cavalry.
At 1200m - The number of files of infantry, the number of artillery pieces and

their teams, and if the troopers are mounted or dismounted.
At 800m - The arm and leg movements of soldiers.
At 600m - The number of files that make up a unit.
At 450m - The heads of individual men and the shape of their "headdresses".
At 300m - Shiny ornaments and the ornaments on a flag.

The foresight of a rifle covers -
At 500m the whole soldier.
At 400m the shoulders of the soldier.
At 200m the waist of the soldier.

C The depth of fording was also given.

Infantryman: from 80cm to lm.
Cavalryman: around lm 20cm.
Wagons: 60cm without wetting freight; lm 30cm and wetting its

freight.

1/125 OdJO' 0.008m

1/50 Id 0.02m

1/20 5d 0.05m

1/6 9d?0' 0.17m
1/4 14d 0.25m

1/5 18d30' 0.55m
1/2 26d 0.50m
5/4 37d 0.75m

1/1 45d 1.00mm
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D The Safe Thickness of Ice for various loads.

4cm - a single man, marching "sur des madriers" (translation?)
9cm - men in spaced-out files.

12cra - cavalry.
14cm - campaign artillery, manhandled.
16cm - campaign artillery, horse-drawn.
27cm - very heavy loads.

That is just a few of the things I managed to scavenge, using my elementary
French and the help of a pocket dictionary. Other tit-bits include contemporary
accounts of the Boer War, French army organisation, strength, armament, distribu
tion, etc., organisation and uniforms of the 1905 Russo-Japanese Wa» snd so on.

The parts I have selected will clarify some of those areas where information,
being out of the ordinary, is hard to get. Much could be fitted into wargame
campaigns, battlefield reconnaisance, and so on.

AID TO MAP CANFA] IMS

Paul Bark-?

The following information will helj' campaigners using maps.

Heiflht ylu3 Distance Chiirt

•• fc-pt English Milea Nautical Miles Kilometre

5 2.96 • : 4.77

10 ']. l6 5.65

15 5.12 ".45 R.?<

20 5.92 5.15 9.55

25 6.6: 5.74 10.64

30 7.24 6.29 11.65

40 8.56 7,26 15.46

5C 9.35 8.12 15.05

70 11.06 9.61 17.81

100 15.22 11.46 21.28

150 . • • :. 26.07

200 1.8.6° 16.25 50.09

300
• 19.88 .6.87

400 . ' 1 22.96 42.57

JOO ?9.56 25.67 47.59

1000 41.80 56.30 67.50

Dip of Horizon
Min/Soc

2.10

3.04

5.45

4.20

4.51

5.18

6.07

6.51

8.06

9.41

11.52

13.42

16.44

19.52

21.59

50.37

On his approach to the battle of Strssburg in 557 AD, Julian made a speech to
his men, in which he commented on the long march they had made, the hills and preci
pices in front with the enemy on top waiting, and the lack of water, and proposed
camping overnight. Upon which, the troops insisted on fighting straight away which
every historian since has quoted as an example of late Roman indiscipline. If they
had pone and looked for the battlefield, as we did, they would have found that it is
7 miles from Strasburg where the Romans started, is dead flat, and the Rhine is never

more than a mile away with stacks of small streams running into it! Obviously,
Julian was making a funny to rncoura;:e the troops, and everyone since has missed the
joke!

Phil Barker.
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LETTERS

"I endorse your criticism of the Convention. I do not think it is possible to
cut out the argument however. Simplifying the rules does not help as the battle may
hang on an Umpires ruling and one may rule differently from another. This has
happened often in the past especially with reference to the crossability of obstacles.
When different rulings are given on identical battlefields a lot of bitterness is
likely to be engendered. The Umpires are not to blame, they can only use their own
judgement if it is not in black-and-white. The players who come as contestants
mostly seem a pretty highly strung bunch. About the only accolade an Umpire can
receive is when the battle ends the players both report him for being biased in the
others favour. I had the doubtful privilege of umpiring a Renaissance game. I
have no experience in this period at all so it did not help having Assyrian cavalry
and Napoleonic Prussians on the table (as other types.)

The scenery was nothing spectacular and the players fell out with one another
right from the start. One challenged the composition of the other's army and this
being upheld delayed the start for three quarters of an hour. The battle was argued
through move-by-move. Funnily enough the one glaring anomaly in the rules was
accepted by both players. At the end we had to have four re-counts of the points
and the loser vowing never to enter a convention again refused to sign the record
sheet. The latter with its attendant instructions is the best I have seen. I think
it should be mandatory to have correct type fully painted troops and more attractive
scenery. Despite this and the delays I think Leicester 1975 was one of the best run
conventions."

J.L.Mumford of Bathgate, Westlothian.

00O00

"The Red Indian with the crested hairstyle referred to in the November "Must
List" is not a Huron. It was the Iriquois who wore their hair in this fashion. The
Hurona not only wore their hair long, but had been totally annihilated by the same
Iriquois during the 17th century. Pardon my pickiness."

H.Martin Lange of Toronto.

ooOoo

"After reading Terry Morgan's comments on the tf.H.G.Rules, I feel the desire
for the first time in five years of reading the Newsletter to put pen to paper in
reply. First of all, I agree that the W.R.G.Rules 500 BC-1000 AD are the best
(apart maybe from the effect of disorganisation which is catastrophic). However,
who can take the Napoleonic Rules seriously?! I for one cannot.

One of the many shortcomings in the Rule3 is the lack of a morale table. With
out this essential any set of rules is bound to be unrealistic. Proof of this, if
proof of this was needed, comes from the mouth of the great Napoleon himself. Quote
- "Morale is the single most important element in warfare."

A general failing of the rules which is one of the shortcomings of many rules,
is the lack of characterisation. There is no difference in the performance of a
Russian foot regiment and that of a regiment of Saxony infantry. A study of the
period shows that though the Russians had an amazing ability to absorb casualties,
(at Moskova the Russians lost 40,000 perhaps 55,000 yet left the field in good
order). The tactical mobility and musketry of the Russians however left much to be
desired. Similarly, there is no difference between Polish lancers and the French
lancers, some of whom believed that lances were barbaric, good only for sticking
in trees.

But most annoying of all, I find that my regiment of Caribiniera, the show
troops of the Empire are no better than a shower of dopey dragoons!!! The explana
tion for cuirassiers being no better than ordinary heavy cavalry can be found in
Nolan, cry the rules! So I sprint along to the Glasgow University library and found
a copy of this book, written by this decidedly unfortunate young man. What does the
book prove? That in certain .isolated cases, such as in Russia where a regiment of
Cossacks on ONE occasion defeated cuirassiers, and the example of the British Guard
cavalryman at Waterloo who killed 6 French cuirassiers. Cuirassiers are jjot invinc
ible they can sometimes be beaten.
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Now for the positive proof that cuirassiers are better than heavy cavalry. After
the Battles of Waterloo, and their experiences against the French cuirassiers, the
British introduced cuirassiers for their Guard cavalry. In 1812 Russia reintroduced
cuirassiers for their cavalry after their experiences against the French. Books
about the period are filled with cuirassiers riding down lighter cavalry - an example
of this is Manercon's book "Austerlitz" which in the opening phase of the battle a
melee between armoured French and unarmoured Austrians, and the resulting rout of the
Austrians due to lack of protection, is described.

I would implore the W.R.G. to think again and re-draft their Horse-and-Musket
rules. And if they need a model Stephen Reed's rules though a wee bit complex, con
tain an excellent Morale table which can cover the Old Guard to a not so enthusiastic
Neapolitan regiment."

William Wilson of Renfrew, Scotland.

00O00

"We would like permission to reprint your Editorial (or parts) or your current
issue (excellent!) and the one from No.139. I do not know when we would use it (at
least, no earlier than No.8 of Conflict). This type of comment needs to be said.

Just yesterday we started a multi-player ;;ame of Drang Nach Osten the mammoth
War in the East game with about 3,000 pieces plus seven regular sized hexagon boards.
The game fell apart within the first turn!! Largely for three reasons. One, im
proper understanding and mutual agreement upon the rules (it was a new game and the
first time it was played). Two, a couple of players on either side disliked losing
and have their own set view of how the rules should be; not what they are (I could
do better syndrome). Finally, one side wanted to play an historically relevant
game, while the other side wanted to win. That is not to say one side wanted to not
win, but it wanted to be reasonable and accurate.' The other 3ide just wanted to win,
especially with the loop-hole rules. I was called in to arbitrate. But one side
refused to accept compromise. Not only did they want a victory on the field of
•>attle, but a victory in the rulebook too.

Give 'em Hell."

Jack Greene Jr., Simulations Design Corporation, U.S.A.

ooOoo

"While not wishing to involve you in the petty squabbles that plague the
Australian wargames scene I feel I should comment on Bob Hart's letter in the Sept
ember Newsletter. I founded the Victorian Wargames Association three years ago, not
eighteen months as Mr.Hart states. In the first 18 months of its existence the Club
grew from a small circle of friends into a large, loosely run and very stimulating
fun games group. Sadly, following our Easter 1972 convention a new type of member
appeared on the scene. It soon became evident that some of the new members were only
interested in the Club structure and the access to the media which Club office would
give them.

The reorganisation Mr.Hart refers to then took place. I enclose the letter sent
to all members at this time. It will probably amuse you but it sounded the end of
adult but friendly wargaming in the Club. The Club was rapidly transformed into a
child minding playground in a quest for new members. It probably still has at least
the number of Members Mr.Hart claims, but he does not mention that most of them are
well under 10 years of age. In desperation all the early members broke away and
formed the Miniature General's Club.

Last June we hosted Australia's Third National Wargames Convention. Mr.Hart
fails to mention that although the V.W.A. had advance notice of the convention they
held their own event on the same weekend thereby doing their best to damage an event
of national wargames importance. Even the media was confused. One columnist walked
from Dunkirk to Austerlitz and back to Vittoria asking loudly for the location of
Sword Beach. The convention was also covered in a national television programme run
at peak viewing time.

Since then we have worked hard to promote the game and another convention will
be held in Sydney in several months time.

I hope the above does not sound too silly but I feel that the situation here
should be made plain. We welcome adult gamers of any age and would be pleased to
assist any newcomers."

John Hayes, President, Miniature Generals' Club, 4 Harrison Street, West
Heidelberg 5081, Australia.
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Re: "THE SKIRMISH LINE

(Yes, But is it really wargaming?)

Well, at least '_J_ readers are interested and
have taken the trouble to write their views and

assessment of Mike Blake's situation at La Cochaine,

M.E.Wilkinson of 48 Churchill Way, Long Hanborough,
Oxfordshire, says:-

"I am indeed one of the few wargamers who has

never tried individual wargaming and for that
reason, although showing much interest in the
"Skirmish at La Cochaine", thought that I should
leave the answers to the experts of this type of
wargaming.

However, as those experts do not wish to risk their reputationJ i:* offering a
solution here is what I would do in real life.

1. 6pdr to open fire on the cornfield while I and my ten men work 'our way east,
keeping under cover as much as possible.

2. On reaching a position opposite the farmhouse, signal to the 6pdr to move
his fire onto the farmhouse and direct three of my men northwards towards the corn
field. Two of these three would be my sharpshooters. I and my seven remaining men
would move towards the woods.

3. On reaching the cornfield the three men to signal the 6pdr to move his fire
to the orchard area. The two sharpshooters to work their way through the corn to the
northern edge leaving their comrade to cover them from the southern edge. Meanwhile
] and my seven men to work our way through the woods, clearing any enemy lurking
'.iiere.

4. On reaching the ditch I check that it is clear of any enemy then one at a
'.ime I and my seven men dash across the road into the maize. We then make our way
through the maize to the farmhouse courtyard wall.

5. On reachin ; the wall at a signal four of the men with me open fire onto the
farmhouse, my sharpshooters also open fire onto the farmhouse and the 6pdr stops
firing and starts to move the piece towards the farmhouse. I and three men then work
our way along the wall out of sight of the farmhouse towards the gap in the wall.

6. At the opportune time I and my three men rush through the gap in the wall
towards the farmhouse. Once the enemy cease firing and turn their attentions on us,
my 3ix men firing at the farmhouse to rush the house from the other two sides.

7. On the hope that this will clear the farmhouse of any enemy it then remains
to position my men and the 6pdr within the confines of the farmhouse courtyard to
repel any subsequent enemy counter-attacks.

Hoping that I have not made any dreadful blunders."

P.J.Ridgway of 71 Trent Valley Road, Penthull, Stoke-on-Trent, writes:-

"First I am not sure whether you mean ten men including or excluding yourself.

The firBt priority would be to ensure that the gun was in position on the edge
of the rise with the lieutenant instructed to use ball to knock down first the north
ern gate then the eastern one and then concentrate on the west side of the building
to give the impression that that would be where the main attack was to come.

To further this impression three men would be sent to the near corner of the
orchard to scout along the hedge, check no horsemen were in the offing along the road
and to gradually work their way along the edge of the orchard so as to be able to
come in from the N.E. corner of the orchard and through the N. gate when and if the
main attack was made. In the event of opposition being encountered they would take
cover and if the numbers equal try to fight it out, if out-numbered to retire into
or behind the ditch and hold the enemy off the gun.
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Three more, two of them the sharpshooters to move to behind the cornfield and
snipe at the building from the broken ground - leaving their bearskins on posts to
make it look like there are more of them; and making it too obvious so that the in
filtration and gunnery on the left look more 3erious. Also they are to keep a weather
eye on the wood for rifles. They are to come in after the main attack but not to
start to move in until the main attack hits.

The remaining few and the sergeant once the gun is in action' will move down the
south edge of the board, partially hidden by the broken ground and the smoke from
the skirmishers. They would then follow the route below to arrive at the hopefully
broken gate. Any rifles would be chased out of the wood by the party who would take
the non sharpshooter with them if opposed and would check no cavalry were approach
ing. The gun would cease fire on the start of the' attack.

If opposition in the wood is found by the first three and it appears strong and
light in the orchard then the main attack would go in through the orchard."

A.Grainger of 2 Eastnor Grove, Leamington Spa, Warwickshire, writes:-

"I have just passed my C.M.T. exam (Certificate of Military Training) and there
fore know something about combat appreciations. Assuming that the French have not
been observed by the British, I hope that my solution will be practicable in terms
of the rules, as I do not possess a copy of them and no scale is given on the map.

1. Position the 6-pdr ,;un at farmhouse.

2. Move section in extended line due north towards ditch, 2 sharpshooters on

right flank.

3. Halt at ditch, move 2 sharpshooters into' standing corn opposite gate with 2
men covering them.

4. 'Vhile these four men aim at farm; take remainder across road to orchard.

5. Assault farm through orchard, moving through gate at end and attack north
wall.

7I3IN0: a. Gun to fire on farm when troops within open fire. Cease firing when
assault party half way through orchard.

b. 4 men in corn to fire either (a) when fired on themselves, (b) when
assault party is fired on, (c) when assault party fires.

If British skirmishers are in standing corn, they will have to be cleared, us
ing sharpshooters for covering fire and other men to close. When farm is being
assaulted, covering troops in standing corn will attempt to attack farm via the gate
and the east wall. The attack will only be mode when they have neutralised directly
opposing troops, difficult if British troops are in the wood. Should British troops
emerge from wood, the covering force must try to keep them away from farm.

REORGANISATION:

1. Occupy building itself with one man at wall at N edge of table as sentry.

2. Send report back to H..,.

3. Order 6-pdr to fire on targets coming from North or East if ammunition
state allows.

4. Post experienced 3entry by 6-pdr to give warning of enemy forces from North
or East."

After the Crimean War there was a rapid technical advance and in our next major

campaign we were caught off balance. We had not adapted ourselves to long range
rifles and it co3t us heavily in men, money and time before we could win in South
Africa. Fortunately for us there was only a short breathing spsce before the First
World War. In 1914 we were still up to date, at any rate as far as infantry and
artillery were concerned. The cavalry were only used as such at the beginning and
end of the War.

Extracts from The British Army Review.
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NEW "COLONIALS" IN 15 mm From PETER LAING
This exciting new series, tho first items to be issued
wars ot the end of the 19th century. Future issues wi
corps. Indian army, and further tribesmen etc.

F601 British Intently marching
F602 Highlander maiching
F603 British Infantry advancing
F604 Highlander advancing
F605 Officer marching, with revolver
F606 Bagplpor marching
F607 British infantry firing, standing
F608 Highlander tiring, standing

re listed bolow and are now available, will cover tho period of colonial
Include: Maxim gun cart. Field artillery with limber and horses, camel

F6I7 4p

Zulu Rifleman filing, lying
Zulu advancing with laised Asse

British Bugler
British Officer firing levo'vel

Galling Qun. 3 pan kit Up

F611 Boer filing, lying 4p
F612 Jih.nli.i rifleman (Ooivlsh) 4p
F613 Hadendowoh (Dervish, Furry Wurzy 4p
F614 Palhan tilbosmnn filing, standing 4p
F615 Pathan tribesman on guaid 4p
F616 Zulu matching 4p
M601 British lancet charging 8p

liking 8p

(3 pan lit) 12p

A608 Slant
A609 15 p
A610 i n.! .
A611 Seate
A612 Bulls
A613 Brllis
M603 Boor.
M604 Boor.
M605 Moun
M606 Aililli
M607 Ait.lli

i with hendsi
n Willi shell

pony

8p

A602 British gunner knooling. with
A603 British gunner knooling
A604 British gunner kneeling.

with field glass
A605 Heliographer

OTHER NEW ITEMS
F215 Armoured crossbowmen
F216 Unarmoured crossbowman
M404 Cataphiact

NEW MARIBURIANS

All6 Howiijer. 3 pai
A119 Gunner with b
A120 Gunnoi with c.

Send long S.A.E. for
preference).

full list of other ranges; Marlburian. Feudal. A.W.I. Ancients and E.C.W. and samplo figure (state

From: PETER LAING. 11 BOUNDS OAK WAY. SOUTHBOROUGH. TUNBRIDGE WELLS. KENT TN4 OUB.
Post & Packing extra. Orders up to £1-12p: £2-14p: £3-16p: £4-18p: over £5 free. (Tel. 0892-29911)

Model Mililaire
71 barker road middlesbrough teesside

ANCIENT SHIELD TRANSFERS

MA 1 ROMAN

MA 2 GREEK

•ffPALOIC TRANSFERS

SIX DESIGNS I each x 54mm, 10 each x 25mm

12 DIFFERENT x 54mm 35x25mm 10 LAMBDA

MM I LIONS MM 2 EAGLES. BOARS FLEURS-de-LYS. CHEVRONS

PILES. MARKS OF CADENCE

M M 3 CROSSES. LABELS

M M 4 CHEQUY,LOZENGY, BARS.GYRONS

REGIMENTAL COLOURS 11815) self adhesive

Rl I

Rl 2

1st GUARDS,1st 4th, 23rd, 32nd and 92nd FOOT

2nd GUARDS,3rd.14th.27th. 40th and 52nd FOOT

40P

40P

30P

r?&P 1,2 items 5p. Up to 5 items 8p. then 1p extra per item
1

NOW AVAILABLE! Prussian Infantry 1815 Colours. 2/3; 2/4; 2/E Pruss.Gren.; 2/8; 2/9;
Lieb.Grens; 2/2; 2/5 plus blanks for completion as any regiment.

COMING! Russian colours then French.

TRY YOUR LOCAL DEALER BEFORE ORDERING
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AN EARLY WARGAMER

by

John Flint

While browsing, not for the first time, through your book WAR GAMES, I came upon
the following passage:-

"....few, if any, wargamers actually fire cannon at their troops - having spent
many hours making and painting model soldiers it is a foolhardy collector who permits
them to have pieces of metal rod fired forcibly in their general direction."

I am sure that you, an enthusiast, will be interested in the following, and will
therefore forgive me writing.

For a number of years it was my good fortune to serve on the beautiful island of
Madeira, where I was privileged to meet the late Dr. Jardim, a well known literary
figure in Portugal. Dr. Jardim's lifelong hobby was wargames, and as he wa3, I
think, in his ninety-first year when he died in 1970, it might be assumed that he was
playing before the turn of the century. Many years ago he wrote a book called
WAITD0LT.A - A "ame for lovers of model soldiers' which I believe wa3 published in
Lisbon. In the book he described how his game developed from his youth, when for
many years he played with hand painted, cut out, card figures, on a trestle table,
until by the time of the 1914-18 war, the country of "Mandolia" with realistic
terrain had come into being on his estate at Canico in Madeira, and wars with lead
soldiers were being 'played' on a scale that I would not think possible in this
country, or in this d8y and age.

As I write, •*• have in front o me the manuscript of Dr. Jardim's own translation
of MANDCLIA into English, kindly loaned to me by his son, Senhor Alberto Jardim. A
large part of the book consists of extracts from the 'Chronicles' (of which there are
said to be many volumes) beinr: bulletins trritten up daily, with maps and photographs,
as campaigns progressed over more than thirty years.

For rifle fire Dr. Jardim used small load shot, two at a time propelled by cata
pult; small explosive 'bombs' (Chlorate of potash) of size depending upon calibre of
gun, for artillery. Incendiaries as well as minute land mines were also employed.
The longest and most elaborate war appear.-; to have lasted from 1st August 1924 until
13th November 1927, with actual 'play' taking place on a total of eighty days, al
though all troops and material remained on the field throughout the three year period.
Total casualties during this war were rc-corded as 4,208, which did not include miss
ing - a considerable number, no doubt, being washed away or otherwise lost during the
times when play was impossible during winter rains. I should mention that by the
rules, a man falling on his back was accounted wounded, and after a certain number of
missed turns could return to active service, whereas an unfortunate falling on his
face had 'had it' and was returned to the melting pot for reincarnation.

The above will give you some idea of the scale on which the game was played. I
believe you would find this manuscript most interesting, not merely because of the
rules themselves, of which nearly 300 are listed, but because of the history itself
and the probability that it may have evolved quite independently from H.G.Wells1
early papers.

It is more than twelve years since I was taken to the battlefields of Mandolia
but at that time, although peace had reigned for a quarter of a century, signs of
past strife could still be discovered in the rank grass and overgrown shrubs. The
remains of the armies, totalling some 5,000 men (plu3 masses of gun3, vehicles and
other equipment, to the weight of more than a ton) are now in the possession of my
good friend Senhor Alberto Jardim, in Madeira. He visits this country at least once
a year, and usually brings a couple of dozen or so soldiers for me to repaint. (I
should mention now that I am not a wargamer, but for many years have obtained much
enjoyment from painting model soldiers - though very indifferently, I am afraid).
All the troops are 54mm. There are a few hollow cast by 3ritain, but the vast major
ity are solids, probably of French manufacture, with plug in heads and very delicate
ly featured faces. In the main they represent German, French and French Colonial.
Unfortunately, from the point of view of the restorer, all rifle, side arms and even
packs, have been carefully removed to be made readily detachable in the event of
capture; this makes renovation rather laborious.
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MUST LIST
It is nice to start off with some glowing praise from an American subscriber

Major James C. Bean, Jr., of Port Hamilton, New York, who writes -

"Yesterday I received my first order of Phoenix Model figures 25mm Napoleonics.
They are beautiful! They are as detailed as the GHQ Guardsmen figures that I was re
commending to you, though not as small and delicate. They should be easier to paint
also. If I gripe when your advertisers don't live up to ray expectations I must give
tribute to the producers who come through with quality figures."

Continuing with words of cheer calculated to hearten in these "hard" times,
Peter Kemplay writes - "Despite the economic gloom I am planning for expansion in
1974 - regardless of the prophets of doom I still think there is plenty of scope and
I certainly won't rest until I have my business running smoothly." Peter (who runs
the Northern Garrison at Knaresborough, Yorkshire) tells me that he has some new
Lamming Ancients coming up any day and hopes to be able to offer R. .'.Spencer-Smith's
plastic figures shortly but arrangements have not yet been finalised.

Talking of Spencer-Smith miniatures, those hardy old favourites of fifteen years
ago - Ronald has really been working hard and by March hopes to have a new "Connois
seur" range of 30mm wargames figures - a completely new line of superb, authentically
detailed figures at the very reasonable price of 40 figures for £1.00p or a single
figure costing Jp. The new range will consist of Napoleonic British Line Infantry
Battalion Company consisting of 6 officers, 6 sergeants, 14 privates standing firing
and 14 privates standing at the ready? American War of Independence - a bag of
British Grenadiers consisting of 3 officers and 17 grenadiers plus 3 officers and 17
light infantrymen; a bag of British Line Infantry Battalion Company consisting of 3
officers and 17 privates plus American Rangers 3 officers and 17 rangers in hunting
shirts; a bag of Lafayette's American Light Infantry consisting of 3 officers and 17
men plus 3 officers and 17 Loyalist Light Infantry. Also available are Staff or
Field Officers wearing cloaks and suitable for any troops. By Easter or early Spring
it is hoped that a completely new range of American V/ar of Independence figures will
be available - this range will consist of a bag of German Musketeers (3 officers and
17 musketeers) and 3 officers and 17 French fusiliers; a bag of German Grenadiers (3
officers and 17 grenadiers plus 3-officers and 17 German fusiliers). These bags will
co3t in the region of £1.00p each. Then there will be a bag of Artillerymen consist
ing of 4 officers, 4 gunners with linstocks, 4 mattrosses with ramrods, 8 gunners and
8 mattrosses with levers at 85p. Other figures scheduled for the American War of
Independence are British and American drummers and colour bearers.

One of the beauty of these plastic figures is that they are so easy to alter and
convert and Ronald Spencer-Smith notes that "some of the figures have plumes to their
hats but these can be snipped off if required; the American drummers, gunners,
mattrosses and the German troops will be wearing overalls so that, if half gaiters or
long gaiters are needed, they can be painted on; the artillerymen and drummers can be
modified or painted to represent most armies as can the Field (Staff) Officers." Of
course all the original figures in Ronald's line are still available - they are the
.'.'apoleonic which include British Lifeguards, French Lancers, British Hussars, British,
Russian, Prussian, Bavarian and French infantry, the last including Imperial Guard;
Howitzer and field-guns; then there are the American War of Independence and Seven
Years Wsr figures consisting of Staff or Field mounted officers; Dragoons; Foot;
Artillery; Frontiersmen; guns and 24-pdr Naval cannon. There are the American Civil
War figures which include cavalry and infantry in three positions with officers and
buglers while lastly there is the Modern Army in field drejs which sells in a bag of
80 for £1.20p and includes riflemen advancing and charging, officers advancing and
kneeling with binoculars, flame throwers, bazooka gunners, light and heavy mortar
gunners, artillerymen kneeling and standing holding shellsj grenade throwers, tommy-
gunners advancing and heavy machine gunners, etc. It is worth pointing out that al
though these figures are 30mm they are the "small" 30ma and will readily fit in with
many of the"large" 25mm figures (such as those put out by Hinchliffe and Miniature
Figurines.) Here is a very cheap way of increasing the bulk of your armies!

Although I have not seen them, I am told that Airfix have re-vamped some of their
boxes of HO/00 scale figures so that they now approximate to 25mm scale. Specifically,
I am told that the British Commando 3et have become a British Infantry unit and that
the German Infantry figures are now the Airfix 1:32 scale figures scaled down so that
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there are some additions which include a flame thrower and there ia also a Bren gunner
in the British set. I believe the Foreign Legion and Arab sets have also been simi
larly altered.

In addition, Airfix have turned out the 54mm French Napoleonic Polish Guard
Lancer and in the 1Y72 scale one can now obtain the Canberra medium jet bomber; the
Gazelle military helicopter and the St.Louis 60-gun warship. Then there is the 1:1200
scale Hood and Bismarck, both clipped-together kits; the Hood with 67 parts and the
Bismarck with 49. They are both well detailed and have traversing turrets.

The Miniature FigurineB regular advert on the inside of the front cover reveals
some interesting new figures. It is extremely difficult to do justice to the vast
range put out by this organisation because the quantity of their releases is phenom
enal - if they are not extending their range they are re-moulding old figures and
persistently bringing out new items. They are even going.into the Science Fiction
range and are now turning out varioua figures that are rather beyond my comprehension
because I know little about Outer Space Aliens. This range includes robots, an anti-
gravity flitter and various other astonishing creations armed with an assortment of
rayguns and blasters. There are even some mythical figures which include a centaur
and Pan himself. In the field of 25mm figures, Miniature Figurines have put out a
rather compelling line of Aztecs and Spaniards and I imagine it will need some pretty
comprehensive rules to reproduce the manner in which small numbers of Spaniards de
feated vast hordes of South Americans - but it is a fascinating period to study.
Another and far later age which is more to my taste is that of the American Indian
Wars and the latest Airfix out-pourings of American infantry, cavalry and artillery
for these wars opens up some new vistas.

There is a widely increaaing interest in wargaming in the 15mm range which is
being tackled by Miniature Figurines on an ever-extending scale. Their 15mm Ancients
have 11 standard strips with 5 infantry or 5 cavalry on each strip at lOp per strip.
At the moment they are iiainly Romans and Gauls although the latter can be painted up
to represent anyone of a number of Ancient nations. I am told that the half armoured
cataphracts are outstanding. The ssme firm also have it in mind to put out a range
of famous generals of the past and at the moment i± isjfssible they -may do such famous
commanders as Caesar; Caractacus and Boadicea while they have al30 re-cast their
Napoleonic Personality, figures which include Murat, Ney and all those other well
known names whom we represent on one side or the other of our wargames table.

They say that competition is 'good for business - if this is the case then both
Miniature Figurines and Hinchliffe should be doing each other a lot of good! Peter
Gilder is working so hard for the latter firm that he has not even had time to renew
his subscription to the Newsletter! Although I have not seen them I am told that he
has put out a beautifully detailed aet of Vikings to add to their existing range of
Ancient Romans, Byzantines and Persians. I am still receiving praisworthy remarks
about Hinchliffes new English Civil War range and, although again I have not seen
them, I ta.told that their Personality figures of Fairfax and Prince Rupert are
superb. Future offerings from Hinchliffe will include Indian Mutiny figures; American
Civil War artillerymen; Bavarian,and Brunswick Napoleonic artillerymen; Brunswick
Uhlans; Prussian hussars snd Personality figures of Jeb Stuart, Stonewall Jackson
and a range of the lesser known Napoleonic generals.

A famous American comedian once used to say he only knew what he read in the
papera - well I only know what I read about a lot of figures and other items connect
ed with wargaming! But in case I hsve read more that some of my readers I will pass
on the information. From SOLDIERS, 36 Kennington Road, London S.E.I., (who have
NEVER advertised in this magazine!) can be obtained what sounds to be an interesting
range of moulds from Sweden to cast 30mm round figures of the Second World War and
the Thirty Years War. The sets include cavalry and standard bearerB and come complete
with ladles, moulds, clips and metal. I have no idea of the price.

Also sold by SOLDIERS but manufactured by Heroics Figures of 22 Mowbray Court,
Mowbray Road, London SE19 2RL, are a fine line in 1:300 scale Napoleonic figures
which, although sold in strips of three are sufficiently finely detailed to be cut
away and to be painted and utiliaed individually. I have seen the French Guard
Lancers MFN2 and the casting and detail in such minute figures is really astonishing.
They come in paoks of 20 cavalrymen or 50 infantry or a pack containing 6 guns with B
5 man crew for each; limbers and teams will be available shortly. The rsnge includes
infantry, skirmishers, dragoons, lanoers and artillery and I believe that there is
also a Biailar range of American Civil War figures. Heroics also turn out buildings
in 1«300 scale - simple assembly card cutout buildings of La Haye Sainte, Hugomount
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and other buildings suitable for the Peninsular War.

Readers will remember that once upon a time it was possible to buy Avalon Hill
games through this magazine but for numerous reasons this practice was discontinued.
However, I noticed that Michael's Models of 6/I6-648 High Road, North Finchley,
London 1112 ONL, are advertising all of the boardgames put out by this American firm.
Their prices seem pretty competitive when I recall rates of exchange, postage, etc.,
to say nothing of customs duty! From the same people one can obtain English trans
lations of the various Funcken books at £2.75p for Napoleonic Wars and £2.25p for
the Ancient Egypt up to the present day (two volumes).

A few weeks ago I saw some beautiful 90mm American War of Independence metal
figures designed by Alan Caton who is a member of the staff of TRADITION, 188
Piccadilly. Produced by Norman Newton Ltd., they are specially designed to commem
orate the bi-centenary of the Revolutionary War. The ran,;e includes an American
Continental infantry private with a musket; an American rifleman with a rifle and
axe; a British Highland private in kilt with a musket; a British light infantry
private with a musket; a British grenadier officer thrusting with a sword. They are
£3.00p each and, painted up, are a deli;ht to behold. I have always found Alan
Caton to be an extremely pleasant fellow - I had no idea that so much talent lay be
hind that suave exterior!

There are few boys around who are not familiar with the "Matchbox" range of die-
cast model vehicles. Recently this firm branched out into 1:72nd scale plastic air
craft kits and now announce a brand new 1:76 scale range of armoured fighting vehicles.
The range includes tanks and armoured cars of World War II plus a scenic base with
little detail items such as trees, sandbags, bricks, notice boards, etc. They sell
at 25p per set.

A few months ago I mentioned the MINOT 30mm -ranre of Napoleonic figures and
subsequently received a telephone call from Barry Minot himself who indignantly
denied that he was French! I have heard nothing more from him nor seen anything
more of their firures but I notice that adverts indicate that the range is steadily
increasing and that they have a set to represent the last stand of the Old Guard at
Waterloo - this is in addition to their most impressive range of British and French
infantry and cavalry. They ore positioned in a highly original manner and, whilst
this might seemingly make them more suitable for dioramas than wargames, it certain
ly sets them up as ideal figures to use when fighting Individual Skirmish style war-
games.

One thing about suppliers of wargames material and equipment is their unceasing
industry! Never does a week or month past without them turning something new out to
beguile us into spending our hard earned cash. Life is very difficult when one has
to make such unenviable choices between the excellent figures turned out by so many
firms and such items as SEASTRIKE - a table-top game of modern warfare put out by
our old friends the Wargames Research Group. The game features individual surface
ships, submarines, helicopters, aircraft and missile systems and island objectives
which may contain operations HQ and SAM sites.

I am told that wo can expect during January their new rules for Armour/Infantry
1950-1975 which give all the latest weapons, missiles and greatly elaborated rules
for the use of aircraft.

From MICRO-MOLD, 1-2 Unifax, Woods Way, Goring-by-Sea, Sussex, England, I have
received a number of samples of their imported C-in-C soft metal castings of 20mm
American War Civil Var figures. They are very nicely detailed figures although I
find the separate heads (which have to be attached by you} to be a bit of a bore. It
should be pointed out that these figures are 20mm and will not fit in with 25mm
figures which are popular at the moment but they will fit in with the Airfix range
of American Civil War figures (at least the original Airfix range!). They are such
nice little figures that it will be a pity if their size precludes them from being
taken up by wargamers in this country.

Something else that I have not seen is the 20mm military vehicles made by the
Japanese firm of Eidai and distributed by A.A.Hales Ltd., of Leicestershire. They
are rather sparse in detail I am told and are obviously for wargamers as they are in
1:76 scale with three separate models in each box. They are simple to construct as
the wheels push on to metal axles etc. The range at the moment seems to include
Schwimmwagen; 50mm Pak Howitzer and German armoured car or another set contains the

Kubelwagen, BMW R75 motorcycle and sidecar with rider and passenger figures and an
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SdKfz69 truck. Figures for the set are 40p each which includes transfer sheets of
German markings.

The firm of B. and G. Weatherby of Fairfield, Sickling Hall Road, Weatherby,
Yorks, put out buildings and model villages in card under the heading of "Builder".
They take the form of press-out sheets with each building constructed from a single
piece of card which is pre-creased and already adhesive so that it only requires
wetting; all the buildings or. already coloured and can be stored in the box in which
they are sold. The scale is 2mm to the foot which makes them about right for 15mm
wargaming. It is possible to obtain from them an English village of the late 18th
century.

The Japanese firm of Hasegawa have turned out a l/72nd kit of 16 parts to make
an early Tiger I kit which includes symbols for a Ti;;er unit in Tunisia. Two crew
figures are provided and can be positioned in the turret hatches - it sells at 35p.
I have not seen this model but I find it interesting because the very first Tiger
tanks encountered by British forces were knocked out by my own Brigade in Tunisia in
1943-

I notice in an advert of Ian H.F.Thomson of 54 Upland Road, South Croydon,
Surrey, CR2 6RE, that, among numerous other items imported from America, he advert
ises HO wargame metal kits for Renault tank 1918; British Mark IV tank; Bofors twin
Naval and qusd Naval guns.

I have already mentioned the 20mm figures obtainable from Micro-Mold and in past
issues have described the Napoleonic and American Civil War artillery in this scaie.
This same firm are the English agents for the famous GHQ 1:285 scale Micro Armour
which was the very first of this small scale stuff to appear on the market. The
samples of these tanks that I saw from America some time ago were absolutely superb
and I suggest that anyone interested in '..'orld War II wargaming in this scale should
write for a list.

Still on small scale World War II wargaming I see that Operation Militaire of
II Essenden Road, Belvedere, Kent, are offering Excalibur Micro Armour in 1:300 scale
with vehicles in cast metal with separate rotating turrets, undercoated Panzer grey,
olive green or khaki. They 3eem to have a very reasonable list of British, American,
Russian and German tanks together with some items such as soft vehicles, motcrcycle
combinations and anti-t8nk guns plus infantry groups.

Recently I ordered from Warrior ? cures a collection of Austrian Napoleonic
artillerymen - four field and four horse, './hen they came, Ray Seton had also sent
along a selection of artillerymen of all the other nations involved in the Napoleon
ic Wars and a very stimulating crowd they were! It seems to be more the exception
than the rule for wargamers to have complete gun teams of the same standard and in
the same numbers as their other units. There is no excuse for this because these

Warrior Figures are excellent whilst similar ranges of very fine artillerymen can be
obtained from all the other miniature manufacturers. And there is little that looks

more impressive on the wargames table than a well-painted gun surrounded by its
efficient handlers!

THE NOTICE BOARD

WANTED: Painted British Napoleonic 20/25mm Cavalry, Highlanders, Foot Guards,
Portugese and Spanish troops of Peninsular ',/ar. Can only buy through post. Send
list3 and prices to Geoffrey Mould, 4 Shakespeare Avenue, Bath, Somerset BA2 4RF.

ooOoo

In my long out-of-print book "TACKLE MODEL SOLDIERS THIS WAY" I mentioned an SP
Plastic injection machine that will turn out up to 140 moulded figures an hour, using
any thermoplastic material. It wa3 then obtainable from Dohm Ltd., 167 Victoria
Street, London S.W.I., for about £60, with moulds available at £3 each, or mode to
order. As the book was published in I963, price and availability have no doubt
altered considerably. Philip Larcombe of 27 Hervey Road, Chard, Somerset TA20 2BH,
urgently requires information about this or other similar machines.

00O00

New Zealand wargamers will be interested in the recently-formed Wellington War-
games Society (incorporated) which also publishes a journal THE MUSKET. Secretary
is A.H.K.Millar of 61 Beazley Avenue, Paparangi, Wellington, New Zealand.

00O00
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MORE BOOKS

by

_JPJ.11 Thurbon

Naval wargamers will find very useful "WARSHIPS AND NAVIES 1975" edited by
Anthony J.Watts - (£2.25 - Ian Allan). It has quite a lot to say about modern navies,
especially the Royal Navy, and has numerous illustrations.

Our .estern Gunfighters will find "WARRIORS ON HORSEBACK!1 by Stephen Longstreet
useful. It is a reprint of an American book and while primarily a defence of the
Indian has a great deal of interest about the wars with the Plains Indians. Most of
the main incidents are covered. There are however one or two irritating misprints.
The author takes a rather more favourable view of Ousters leadership at the Little
Big Horn than most modern writers do.

I think you have already referred to "THE WORLDS GRSAT REGIMENTS which is a
coffee-table book but has some good illustrations.

Graeme Cook's "COMMANDERS IN ACTION" will be useful for beginnings, but really,
contains nothing not already well known. On n quite different track Colin Greenwoods
book on "FIREARMS CONTROL" is very good indeed, and shows how utterly idiotic Carrs
"Green Paper" is.

T think I have already mentioned G.F.Wallace's "GUNS OF THE :i..i.F. 1939-45". If
not, it will be useful to Air warranters.

I have recently read two books on the Great Trek - "THE GREAT TREK" by Oliver
Ransford and "THE VOo IT^UKKE ;3" by J.Meintjes. Both are very interesting and would
give plenty of ideas for early Colonial type b-ittles with the Boer Wagon Laager.

Incidentally, again, this idea of wagon defences is quite interesting. From the
'-oths nt Adrianople and Ziska"s wa-on fortresses to the wagon laagers of the Boers on
the •frican Flains and the Americans on the :Jreat Floins. And of course tanks went
into laager in the last war.

I have just read Philip Warner's book on the ""SIUA^V/.L JACTL2" - its a good
introductory volume to the subject. I have also found in my library a book on the
Foreign Legion "MARCH OR BUST" by A..<.Cooper - more factual and less sensational
than most books about the Legion.

"QUEEN VICTORIAS LITTLE MRS" by Byron Forwell is a mildly interesting summary
of Victorian campaigns. Did I mention Fredericks "THE S3P0Y AND TH3 COSSACK" - a
story of the Victorian Anglo-Russian manoeuvres in Asia. You might ue interested in
Michael Bar-Zohor's "SPIES FOR fHJ iHOKISEU LAND" - ostensibibly an account of th"
Israel Secret Service it in primarily n bio-ranhy of Iser Hasel - head of the Service
until 1963. It 3hows the Israel Service as pretty efficient and ruthless, but
capable of some bad blunders - 1 iancy recently it has become even more efficient.

I have also read, rather belatedly, Edgar 'Ballance's book on the Israel -Arab
'..'ar (the "Six Days" war).

I have re-read Chevenix Trench's "HI3'P0!'.Y OF MA?.K3MAN3HIF" which is quite good.

Have you read "WiLLINGTCN*S MASTERPIECE: SALAMANCA" by J.F.Lawford and Peter
Young (Allan and Unwin) '.:').25p: (Ciudad Rodri.-o, Badajos and Salamanca itself) with
good detail of the moves of both forces. It is very well illustrated: line drawings,
plans, portraits, and reproduction of sketches by contemporary officers. Details of
representative British Officers, of the French Generals and of the forces engaged
and casualties etc.

An ideal book for any one fighting a Peninsular battle.

In the American Revolution some of the fighting took place in the wilderness
where irregular tactics in which the Americans were better- than the British and
Hessians, were used. But as the Revolution could not be fought and won in the wil
derness, European tactics prevailed in the settled regions along the coast.
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LONDON'S LEADING DEALERS IN MILITARIA AND MODEL SOLDIERS

yIL':iL";ni,(c11 :il ilvil<c j>;it:u.
188 PICCADILLY LONDON W1

Telephone 01-734 1351

We are the makersof the world-famous military miniatures by
CHAS. C. STADDEN

Madein 30mm.54mmand 90mmscales.Available cilherpainted, unpainted or in kit form.
Large selection always in stock at our recently reduced prices.
Most other leading mokes ol metal and plastic figures alsoinslock, plus large selection ol
Bntains, blostohn' and other rarehistorical ligures.

'Tradition- magazine and various popular titles on military uniforms andother requisites for
the military enthusiast.

British and Foreign militana lor the collector and connoisseur:
Swords, edged weapons, pistols, long arms, headdresses, accoutrements, belt plates, hel
met plates, badges,orders, decorations, drums, uniforms andpaintings.

Plus gifts and souvenirs in a military style

Whenin London a visit to ourshowrooms is a must.Opensixdays a week.
Mon.. Tuei.. Wed. end Fri. 3-6
Thursday 9.7
Saturday 0.5

If you arc unable to visit us. the following catalogues arc available:
Stadden 30 mm matter list - 20p
Sudden U mm master list - 3Sp

tradition' 600* ol Model Soldiers -CI.6S Iposr tree I

SOLE TRADE DISTRIBUTOR
PETER KEMPLAY. FRAMLINGHAM. WOODBRIDGE. SUFFOLK

Tel: Fr.ml.ngham 723706

Trade enquiries welcome - complete price listsand catalogues available on request.

THE WARGAMES DEPARTMENT

CATERING FOK Al.t. WARGAMING NEEDS

On Isl March. TRADITION. London's leading dealers in militaria'anil model soldiers, n
Our staff, wargamcrs themselves, are always happy to be of assistance.

In addition to the wide range of wargammg items from the leading manufacturers listed below, »e also stock mans
ilems from lesser-knoun ranges, holh from home and abroad.

figures, A.K.V.s and equipment bj:

IIINCIII.1IT i:, AIRFIX, FUJIMI, etc.

Rules by:
W.K.G., I..W.S.. tic.

Books by:

don FEATHERSTONE, CHARLES GRANT, TERRY WISE, BRIGADIER PETER YOHNC. ALMARK.
PROFILES, elc.

Accessories, and painls elc lis:
BELLONA, AIRFIX, MERIT, HUMBROL, etc

MAIL ORDERS
We reeiel HV r.re unable to accept mail ordert lor under f J.im

f/rUM will 10% lor I'OUnee on all mail aiders.

in,. WARGAMING.
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CAPTAIN CORBY'S BLUNDER - The Death of The

Crown Prince Imperial June 1879 by Donald Feather-
stone. (5&" x 8ii"; 2.10 pages) illustrations and
maps. Leo Cooper - £5.5°P«)

Try to imagine the furore had Prince Charles
been allowed, at his own insistence, to go to Viet- y/r
nam and been killed in an ambush there, apparently 7c;/^-'
abandoned by an American officer.

Donald Featherstone in "Captain Corey's
31under" chills our blood by making this comparison
with the death of the Prince Imperial in 1879 during the Zulu War.
overstate the simile.
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Ke does not much

Disraeli, the Prime Minister, "had never heard of anything more injudicious"
than that the possible future Napoleon IV, in exile in England, should ro to war in
Africa. But his doting mothjfg, the impress Eugenie, at first much against the ven
ture, enlisted Queen Victoria's help. Out he went "in the capacity of a spectator."

He at once showed an impetuosity which alarmed his superiors. They wore in on
awkward predicament. He could h.-rdly be kept away from all danger. After all, the
purpose of the exercise was to gain a military reputation. What was a Napoleon with
out one?

On June 1 the Prince, attached to the Staff, accompanied by Captain Carey, went
with a party to choose the army's camp-site for the next night. Lord Chelmsford,
the Commander-in-Chief, who had laid down that no such thin.; should happen without
.is knowledge, was not informed. Some of the much too small escort did not turn up,
:ut 30 Zulus did. Two soldiers and the Prince ware assegaied to death, while Carey
•:nd th<- rest meneeed to 'rallop off. Part of the Prince's saddlery broke as he
grabbed at it in trying to mount his horse.

Should Carey have gone back to share with him almost certain death? Had it
been an ordinary mortal, no one would have blamed him for not doing so. Poor man!
Poor Empress! Poor "wounded national pride." A Greek tragedy if ever there was one.

Mr. Peatherstone tells it most ably, quoting from a wide range of sources. The
lives of the Prince and Carey are skilfully traced. The reader is left, wisely, to
act as jury and judge.

A number of original documents are not to be released till 1979-
shed new li-ht on this fascinating, melancholy episode?

Will they

Marquess of Anrlesey (Sunday Telegraphy - 30th December 1975)»

In March lci6t> Ensign J.B.Carey sailed from Liverpool to join the 3"d 3n The
'/est India Regiment, serving first in West Africa and then in the Caribbean. Placed
on half-pay on disbandment of the battalion, he volunteered to perform ambulance
duties during the Franco-Prussian War. This latter experience, prompted by a French
education, almost certainly led to his eventual involvement with Louis, the Prince
Imperial, son of the exiled Napoleon III. Louis, thirsting for military glory but
denied a 3ritish commission, contrived to get to Zululand on the Staff of Lord
Chelmsford where Carey, now detached from the 98th Foot, was also serving. The
subsequent potrol action in which the Prince Imperial died and Carey escaped is an
oft-told story but Xr.Feotherstone submits that the odium which attached to Carey
following the incident ha3 been passed from mouth to mouth with scant regard for
the facts. His evidence, supported by an extensive bibliography and reference to
press files is that Carey, far from being sent to Coventry and hounded to a miser
able death, became senior captain of the 98th and died in 1882 in India from b
ruptured appendix. The Prince's death on the 1st June 1879 eclipsed even the news
of Isandlwana earlier that year.

John Gaylor, Secretary, Military Historical Society.
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NAPOLEONIC WARGAMING by Charles Grant. (8£" x 6?"; 160 pages; numerous photo
graphs many in colour. Model and Allied Publications Ltd. - £3.00p).

The author, Charles Grant was wargaming a generation before I had even started
and I have had some interesting wargames (and arguments) with him in the past! His
wargaming and his rules were tempered by a strong character that brooked little
dissent - a feature which comes out in his writing. But Charlie Grant knows his
military history so one cannot really argue with that! This book ably explains war
gaming in the Napoleonic period and is strongly recommended to those wargamers who
did not read it when it ran as a series in a monthly magazine. But this book is
greatly enhanced by the brilliant photography which does full justice to the beauti
ful models and terrain of Peter Gilder. The coloured photographs are brilliant and,
shown to a non-wargamer, could well stimulate him enough to take up the hobby! Per
haps a little bit expensive (but the colour has to be paid for) this book is a very
worthy addition to the fast growing library of literature on our hobby.

EISENHOWER AS MILITARY COMMANDER by E.K.G.Sixsmith. (9" x 6"; 248 pages; 35
photographs; 11 maps. (Batsford - £3.50p).

I apologise to the author and publishers for such a late review of this very
fine book. A colleague asked to be allowed to review.it and then, after some eight
months, returned it without the review, pleading lack of time! However, as I was one
of the British soldiers who served under Eisenhower's command, I imagine I should
really be doing the reviewing! Of course, soldiers of one country serving under a
commander of another nationality will never really see him in his true li"ht and we
were no exception, being lost in our admiration of Generals Alexander and Montgomery.
But the light of passing time shows that Eisenhower, perhaps more than a soldier,
was a co-ordinator who, in an unparalleled fashion, managed to handle the many di
verse temperaments and personalities under his command until final victory was
achieved. This book tells in a most detailed and highly readable manner how this
was achieved and is strongly recommended to the wargamer who wishes to have a fuller
-.-.nderstanding of the backgrounds to the fighting of World War II.

FORMATION BADGES OF WORLD WAR II - Britain, Commonwealth and Empire by Howard
Cole.(10" x 6;?"; 192 pages; over 500 drawings plus 30 badges in colour. Arms and
Armour Press - £3.60p).

As the author soys in his foreword "the practice of wearing formation signs is
now firmly established, both in war and peace; there is no doubt that the formation
badges, particularly those of both World Wars, have their undisputed place in our
military history and will always be remembered by those who wore them during its
making ... in hoc signo vinces (in this sign shalt thou conquer)" Tho old soldier
will find this book full of nostalgia as he browses over well remembered formation
signs and badges - I was proud to see my own Brigade on page 126. Easy the most
comprehensive record ever published of British and Commonweath formation badges of
World War II, this should become the standard reference work on a subject of great
interest to many military collectors. If yargamers want to mark their vehicles
accurately then it is all in these pages!

THE BRITISH ARMY IN THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION by Alan Kemp. (8i" x 6f"; 72 pages;
153 line drawings; 8 colour pages plus contemporary prints. Almark Publishing Co., -
case-bound £2.25p: paperback C1.50p).

It is hoped that the coming bi-centenory of the American Revolution will stimu
late wargamers to embark upon this highly suitable period of military history. Books
such as this and the same author's "AMERICAN SOLDIERS OF THE REVOLUTION" will make
their task immeasurably easier. This was a war of small numbers fought on compact
battlefields that make them absolutely tailor-made for the wargames table. I suggest
you buy the two books by this author and, if only with Airfix plastics, get cracking
on this "fashionable" war.

GERMAN ANTI-TANK GUNS 1959-1945 by T.J. Gander. {%" x 8:;"; 64 pages; 95 photo
graphs; 23 line drawings. Almark Publishing Co., - case-bound £1.75p; paperback 95p)

The first in their new "Weapons Series" this book gives a comprehensive coverage
of the numerous types of anti-tank guns in service with the Wehrmacht in World War II.
Each weapon is illustrated with photographs and its salient features are described.
Standard guns, captured equipment in German service are listed and the most important
guns are illustrated with scale drawings of value to the modeller. Data tables and
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a list of main experimental models are given in the appendices. A very cheap and
practical book that will be of immense value to the World War II wargamer.

HITLER YOUTH - History Organisation, Uniforms and Insignia by F.J.Stephens.
(8.:" x 6:"; 88 pages; 106 photbgfaphs and 43 colour illustrations. Almark Publish
ing Co. - casebound £2.25p: paperback £1.50p).

I have an inbuilt aversion towards anything to do with the Nazis so that I am
afraid I car:not justifiably review this well presented and competent history of
what seems to me to be an odious organisation. Perhaps there is some value in
learning about the activities of these misguided youths although I cannot see that
the wargamer will ;-ain much from reading it. Nevertheless, it is well researched,
well presented and attractive book for those of us who find interest in the Germany
of this period.

TIGER I IN ACTION by Uwe Feist and Norm. E. Harms.

B-17 IK ACTION by Steve Birdsall.

Both published by Squadron/Signal Publications and sold at ^3-95 (in America)
from 5515 East Ten Mile Road, Warren* Michigan 48091, U.S.A., these are the usual
beautifully produced, highly informative booklets packed with brilliant photographs,
invariably new to me. The booklet on the Ti<~er tank I found of the greatest inter
est, showing its evolution and early activities. It makes me wonder how we ever
managed to have any success with out Shermans and Churchills against these tanks,
Panthers and the like! My only knowledge of the !i-17 bomber comes from films star
ring James Stewart, Clark Gable, Gregory Peck and others but, as a man who feels
giddy when he stands on a chair, I have nothing but respect and admiration for those
men who took into action these seemingly gigantic aircraft. Nov; of course they look
old fashioned and are of course wildly out of date. But in their day they were
really something and did a great job.

I huve been asked by the Henry Regnery Company of 114 West Illinois Street,
Chicago, Illinois 606IO, U.S.A., to mention that my book V/ARGAM2S THROUGH THE AGES
is now being published in America and that it can be bought in any book store or
direct from the publisher in that country

SPENCER-SMITH MINIATURES

50mm WARGAME FIGURES A::D ACCESSORIES

(Moulded in Polythene)

COMPRISING

Napoleonic
American War of Independence

American Civil War

Modern Army
Naval

Cannon

Field Guns

Howitzers

PRICES

A bag of 80 INFANTRY or 24 CAVALRY costs £1.20p; a bag of 4 GUNS £1.00p.

SEND 3.A.S. for PRICE LIST T0;-

Ronald Spencer-Smith,
66 Longmeadow,
Frimley,
Comberley,

Surrey. (Tel.No. Camberley 21618)
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LOOKING AROUND

BATTLEFLEET - Vol. 7, Ilo.l.
postal campaign.

Includes notes on a Naval Wargame and a Napoleonic

THE BULLETIN of the British Model Soldier Society - December 1973. Not much for war
gamers this month except articles on the Regimental Museum of the Green Howards;
collecting Courtenay models; a'unique campaign'; and the Battle of King's Mountain.

THE BULLETIN of the Military Historical Society - November 1973. This is the 25th
Anniversary number and contains articles on the reminiscences of the Society's early
days; Modern Military History by David Chandler; The Bayonet; The Award of the Croix
de Guerre 1914-1918 to Units of the British Army; The Swiss Corps in British Service
1794-1816 and other articles on bad -es, buttons, etc. Hove YOU booked to 30 on the
Society's tour of the Peninsular battlefields next April? A very interesting crowd
are going!

CONFLICT - Bo.6 1975- Includes a game Dien Bien Phu plus an article on the famous
siege with other contributions on an American Offensive in Vietnam with a fine
bibliography plus a fine article on the oddness of wargamers - both board and minia
ture. Other interesting features and articles make this a very fine number.

THE COURIER - 7ol.5, Ho.4. Contains good articles on Tarleton's 3ritish Legion 1773-
1781 and another article on the Cavalry of the American Revolution; a review of some
Napoleonic Rules; articles on National Differences; a Wargame Analysis "The Fog of
War"; Grapeshot by Fred Vietmeyer and a couple of interesting battle reports.

EL CONQUISTADOR - December 1973. This is a new one on me and is published by Viking
Systems, Suite 823, 24 North Wabash, Chicago, Illinois 60602, U.S.A. #2.50 per year
(probably more for English subscribers). Taking the place of International Wargamer
t;his magazine contains articles on Catherine the Great but is mostly taken up with
ietails with details of a Diplomacy Tournament.

.'HE AVALON HILL GENERAL - November-December 197 7. Contains a good illustrated
article on operation "Crusader" in the ,/estern Desert and its simulation as a board
wargame plus other articles of interest and value to devotees of the boardgame.

MANCgBSTBg AREA V/ASPAMS SOCIETY CLUB MAGAZINE - Vol.1, No.9. Still going strong.
Contains articles on Israeli Infantry Organisation; Morlburian Infantry, Airfix Con
versions; some Ancient history; Japanese Samurai Wurgames; Imperial Japanese Navy,
etc., etc., but I am sorry to see some very lamentable amateur book reviewing.

MINIATURE MANOEUVRES - October-November 1973. This is an Australian publication
obtainable through Bivouac Books Limited of 25 Earl Street, London EC2. Well printed
and produced contains articles on the Army of Saxony 1812-13; The Urban Guerrilla;
an introduction to boardgaming; and some articles on equipment and military history
in general. Not wholly a wargaming magazine as it might seem.

MODEL BOATS - January 1974. Article and plans for Italian Cruiser Attilio Regolo
and Destroyer San Marco.

SAVAGE AND SOLDIER - October 1973. This pleasant little magazine is the epitome and
the enthusiastic amateur production and contains much of interest to Colonial war
gamers. Contains a Forum on Rules and ',/argames; details of Dervish dress; French
operations in Madagascar 1882-1886; Victorian Naval Brigades; and other interesting
features.

SOLDIER - January 1974- Keeps you up-to-date with the Modern British Army and con
tains articles on the Green Howards Museum and much on modern equipment. Always con
tains good features on military records and books.

David Barnes has some Napoleonic Minifigs for sale. Painted
to a good wargames standard. 25mn Foot at lip (sacrifice) over 100
figures of various regiments British, French and Austrian.

ALSO

25 Minifig Cavalry, Lancers, Hussars and Lifeguards
ONLY 23p!!! each

Rivendell, Darlington Rood, Basingstoke, Hants, RG21 2NY
B/S 21005 (After 5 p.m.) (I've changed to Seven Years War)



THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING
BOOKS BY 5CNAL;i ?E-THeRS V.NS - Personally inscribed to YOU, signed by the author.
Send cash with order to Worgamer's Newsletter.

'..•GAMES - The original text book of wargaming. £1.90p. (#6.00).
NAVAL -VARGA^S - Sea battles with model ships. £2.d5p. (#7.00).
AIR V:ARGA;;:.S - Battles with model aircraft. :I1.65p. (#5.00).
ADVANCE' •.•.••••-.;-::;a:-,.:-J^ - This follow-up book to "Wargamcc" introduces a host of new ideas
and brings the hobby up-to-date. £2.45p. (#7.00).
WAR-JAM-: CAMPAIGNS - This book caters for the experienced war.gamer who is seeking
larfer scale campaigns, but it is not too advanced for the relative beginner. £2.45p.
(#7.00).
,/ARGAMES THOUGH THE AGES - 5000 BC to 1500 AD - The first of a series that will
describe types of armies and soldiers, their arms and equipment, their method of
fighting and tactics. Dealing with the Ancient period - from Sumerin to the early
Middle Ages, this book classifies the armies in order of fighting ability. Has an
18 page bibliography. :;3.00p. (#8.5< ).
BATTLES W'TH MODEL 3v LjISRS - A new and completely different hook that introduces the
hobby and then expands the subject so that even the experienced wsrgam»r will find
interest and value in its pages, '.'ell illustrated with drawings and photographs.
(Published by David and Charles). :3.00p. (#8.50).
3A "TLS NOTES FOR WARGAMERS - Fifteen battles, from 43*^0 to Korea in 1953 are described
with suggested reconstructions, plus brttlc and terrain maps. ;;3.15p. (#9.00).
SOLO JARGAMES - The book for the lonely wargamer) detailed advice on fighting realis
tic wargames without an opponent. £2.60p. (#7.50).
HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLi'IER COLLECTORS - An essential reference book piving details of
the world's figure-makers, museums, prints, books, records, dioramas, etc., etc.
Special edition for Wargamer1s Newsletter subscribers. 65p. (#2.50J.
MILITARY MODELLING - Is a book packed with instructions for moulding and casting
model soldiers; on making military vehicles, :uns and buildings; on soldering, glu
ing and painting; making dioramas and display cabinets. There is an extensive
section dealin.- with the conversion of (Urfix and Historex plastic figures.
(Published b.v Kaye and Ward). £2.10p. (#6.00).
TANK JiA.TLEo I?: MlM.'-Tl.'RB - THE .; •::"•. ?..RN PES RT CAMPAIGN. The only book on wargaming
with armoured fighting vehicles; puttin- th» w-r-nmor "into the tank", it describes
in technical and original detail how to authentically reconstruct the Western Desert
Campaign. £3.00p. (#8.50).
POITIERS 1356 - This famous mediaeval battle i- describe*1 as it hsppened and then as
it can be realistically reproduced on the wargames tsible, in a manner capable of
being applied to any battle. £l.lOp. (#3.00).
AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET! - The 1st Sikh War 1845-6. U.65p. (#5.00).
:•:.•••: vr-LZ :~ I'HE .:2nd - 'ho story of a Highlander of the Black Watch, in England,
during the Crimea and the Indian Mutiny. £3.20p. (#9.00).
COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1837-1901 - With descriptive text and 79 maps, this book tells
the 3tory of every British Colonial campaign of Queen Victoria's reign. C4.25p. (#13)
CAPTAIN CAREY'S BLUNDER. Set durin" the Zulu War of 1879, this book poses the
question - is it preferable to be a dead hero or a live coward? £3.70p. (#11).
CL-' BRITISH "OPEL_S L: t'.;-::, i>; -; >I8 by L.Richards. An illustrated reference Guide
for Collectors. U.65p. (#5.00).

A Series of Handbooks dealin. • with war, ••••'tin.':

1. Rules for Ancient Wnrgames ''1000 3C to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.
?. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.
3. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in

America) by Tony Bath,
-t. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Fentherstone.
5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.
6. Rules for l?te 19th Century Wargames (including Colonial Wars against Natives)

by D.'nald Feathers tone.
7. Rules for 1917 period wargemo in German South-West Africa (including ruled for

early tanks, armoured cars, etc) by Donald Fentherstone.
8. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Fhilip Barker.
9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War by Donald Feathers tone.

20p each (50c-* or the set of 9 for £1.50p. (#4.S(>) including postage.

rfARGAMSS TERRAIN - illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic battle
fields"! 55p. T#2.00).

All these publications can only be obtained from Donald Featherstone, 69 Hill
Lane, Southampton SOI 5AD, England; send cash with order. Fayment in sterling from
overseas - add 5>» for extra postage.
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